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East  Canadian  Arctic  Kayak 

Hunting is the raison d'etre of the East Canadian Arctic 
kayak,  which should be thought of as one part of a greater 
weapons system.  Even the great bowhead whale  was hunted 
by kayak, sometimes solo, and the capture of such a mountain 
of meat and fat was the grandest achievement.  Attacking a 
big walrus was also quite a feat.  Seals  were the basic prey. The 
East Canadian Arctic  kayak  existed into the 1960s, when it 
was superseded by the outboard powered canoe.  Recently a 
score have been built at Iglulik,  Mittimatalik, and Inukjuaq, 
more  for  recreation than hunting perhaps, and yet  highly 
important in terms of Inuit identity and cultural continuity. 
Also,  visitors  to  the  Eastern  Arctic  might  be  able  once  again 
to  glimpse  one of its prettiest sights - long,  sleek  kayaks  with 
graceful,  well-raked  bows cutting easily through the dark 
blue  waves. 

Several  main  regional  styles  might  be distinguished as 
North Baffin, Northwest Greenland (c. 1860-1930), East and 
South Baffin and North Labrador,  Atlantic  Labrador, and 
West  Labrador;  finer  distinctions  can  be  made,  too. Although 
they vary considerably in size and shape, these  kayaks share 
a recognizable  basic pattern, with a long,  rising  bow,  low 
stem, wide,  flat  deck and narrower bottom, usually but not 
always  flat.  The  cockpit  hoop,  tilted  for  easy entry, appears 
set  well  aft, with that great overhanging prow in front. 
Maximum width is past amidships, often  behind the cockpit, 
in contrast to  most other kinds of kayaks,  which are widest 
amidships or,  commonly,  before.  Without  cargo  aft, the bow 
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Examples of regional  varieties,  from top: North  Baffin, Hudson Strait,  Atlantic 
Labrador,  Central East Hudson Bay. 

rides lower than the stern, which  is  just  awash, and the 
tendency  is  to turn into the wind.  This hull shape is  fast and 
easy to propel. Beamy for kayaks with the bottom flat 
(shallowly rounded in North Baffin) and the sides flared,  the 
design  is  very  stable,  particularly when a good 6 m or  more 
long. 

Length ranges from 4 m for a floe-edge hunting retriever  to 
8.5 m for  voyaging with cargo.  Width  can go from about 55 to 
80 cm.  Most models  fell within 5-8 m by 60-70 cm. A typical 
hunting width was about 62 cm at the  deck and 42 cm on the 
bottom, hull depth to the gunwales being about 25 cm at the 
cockpit.When harpoons and darts were displaced  by  firearms 
half a century ago, hulls were widened several  centimetres, 
since  fast  swimmers  like narwhal and beluga  no  longer  had 
to  be overtaken to within hand-cast  missile  range. 

Strongly  constructed,  the East  Arctic  kayak  commonly 
weighed 35-45 kg, sometimes  much  more, the maximum 
being  close  to 70 kg!  To carry such a heavyweight  to the water, 
a hunter needed his  wife's  help.  On  the other hand, smaller 
models  for  rivers  weighed about 25 kg  or  less  for  easy 
portaging. 

Load  capacity  varied but was  comparatively great given 
the ample hull volume,  with  displacement  increasing  quickly 
from the flared sides as the waterline  rose. A larger  kayak 
could  hold a bearded seal, and the big  Cape  Smith  model 
carried up to  ten  ringed  seals, inside and on the  decks. 
Towing  was  also done, out of necessity  with  whales and 
walrus. Air  could  be  blown  in under the  skin or a float 
inserted to  keep  the  game  from  sinking. A passenger  might  be 
transported inside the  front  or  sitting  or  lying  on  the  after 
deck.  Rafting  together of two or  more  kayaks  was done 
mostly  to ride out storms rather than to  move  baggage  or 
people, as was common  with  the  more  inland  river and lake 
kayaks  west of Hudson Bay.  Some inland use occurred, 
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Arctic design are  the West, South and East Greenland kayaks, 
which  in the 18th century were similarly constructed and 
quite flat-bottomed, though very narrow, widest amidships, 
and more equal-ended. The  Polar Inuit kayaks in Northwest 
Greenland were  boxy 19th-century reintroductions from 
Baffinland, now replaced by current West Greenland models. 
To the west of the East  Arctic area, hull  shape changes 
completely,  becoming round bottomed, with neither the 
sharp  triangular  cuhvater bow nor the aft-set  beam. This 
narrow, cigar-shaped design extending west to the Bering 
Strait  may be from the Thule culture. Little  can be said with 
assurance on design origins, since  archaeological evidence of 
ancient forms remains scanty. However it arose, the East 
Arctic  kayak was well suited to its use and  provided  the Inuit 
a vital edge  in their successful pursuit of life. 
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